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Critical Introduction
Ted Kooser, a U.S. Poet Laureate and winner of a Pulitzer Prize for Poetry notes,
"Poetry's purpose is to reach other people and to touch their hearts" and "People who
have the ability to write have an obligation to offer something of use to their chosen
readers" (Kooser xi-xii). Surrende r Doroth y : A Battle With A l zheime r 's, the collection of
poems I have written for my thesis, is my attempt to do just that. Through poems that
cover the spectrum of experiences I had while caring for my mother on her Alzheimer's
journey, my thesis uniquely fits into multiple genres, depicts the realities of this disease
in carefully crafted poems, and hopefully will help people confronted by this illness.
In my collection of poems, I show the chronological progression of my mom's
journey through Alzheimer's Disease with me by her side. It starts in 2000 when my
father passed away as signs that something was wrong with my mother manifested after
his death. Step by step, I share poems that show the subtle changes early on -- she gets
lost, she buys things in duplicate, she loses important things, etc. Next, my poems
proceed through the early days of her living with me when she was sometimes angry and
I struggled with my new role of parenting my parent. Then I focus on small events that
reveal her decline and my emotional reactions to losing her bit by bit. Finally, I close
with pieces focused on grieving and reflecting on the experiences I had with her.
Like the disease of Alzheimer's itself, my collection of poems is not totally linear
in its course. Readers know what the end will be before they begin, and her death is
mentioned early. Also, while it is memoir, the fact that it is written in poetry makes it
unique within the memoir genre, and Alzheimer's memoir in particular. The use of
poems that resemble snapshots of events or glimpses of emotions also reflects the disease
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itself because those with AD and their caregivers live moment by moment, and times of
lucidity are interwoven with the fog of memory loss. I have also tried to represent the
myriad of milestones along the journey. Alzheimer's is not really a long extended death;
it is actually a string of individual, staccato deaths -- the death of independence, the
death of emotional control, the death of memory, the death of speech, the death of bodily
control, and finally the death of the body. Despite all of these "deaths," I hope that my
collection also shows that the inner force of my mother lasted for a long time; until the
very end, she still mothered me, played with our dogs, sang, and enjoyed the little things
in life like ice cream, Oreos, and watching the birds at the feeders just a few feet from her
hospital bed. Alzheimer's is a complex disease, and I hope my collection of poetry will
help people better understand it.
To write my memoir about the journey through Alzheimer's that I took beside my
mother, I went through several steps. First, I began reading Alzheimer's poetry and
memoir. The selections in Forgetting Home: Poems about Alzheimer's edited by Anna
M. Evans had a tremendous impact on my writing. "Damn Alzheimer's" by George
Harding helped me realize the importance of discussing the early aspects of the disease.
He writes
We should have seen the signs,
The odd socks
The frayed shirt collar
Unsuited
To one so immaculate (1-5)
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What were my mother's baby steps before we realized something was wrong? How did
we miss what we now know were clearly signs? "Marna Baby" by Judith Arcana, "At
Ten to Eight" by W.M. Herring, and "Sans Everything" by Barbara Louise Ungar provide
examples of how to blend dialogue into poetry. Ungar writes the dialogue of her father in
italics
Are you a lion or a gorilla ?

I'm your daughter
Whe n did they let y o u out o fjail?

What have you got in your hand, Dad:?
He peers into his empty palm
A b ush

(6-11)

By showing repeated snippets of conversation, issues of aphasia, and the randomness of
conversations, these three poems helped me understand how to accurately convey
specific events with my mom.
Several poems like "Hospice Dessert" by Janeen Pergrin Rastall helped me
realize that it was important to give short, poignant glimpses into what Ted Kooser refers
to as quotidian moments. "Herbert" by Gary Lark made it clear to me that it was okay to
mention those ''unmentionable" moments that involve bodily functions because those
moments are as much a part of the Alzheimer's journey as forgetting names and events.
"Stage Seven" and many poems by Anne Crossman in her book Trying to Remember: A
Memoir i n Poetry

supported my decision to share the emotions that I felt as a caregiver

watching my mother fade away. Beyo nd Forgetti ng: Poetry a nd Prose about Al zheimer's
ix

Di sea se by Holly J. Hughes also gave me insight on the broad range of experiences that I
could share. Both Crossman's book and the anthology edited by Evans were instrumental
in helping me organize my poems chronologically. Because I found very few books
containing the poetry of Alzheimer's, I also read purely prose memoir about AD to better
understand what was marketable and how other people handled this topic.
While there is a plethora of Alzheimer's memoir written by caregivers, I
specifically focused on reading ones written by daughters caring for their mothers.
Marianne Talbot's Keeping Mum : Caring for Someone with Dementia particularly
resonated with me. Her voice is comfortable and accessible, and her humor conveys an
obvious love for her mother. Including the humorous parts of our journey, not just the
sad parts, was important in portraying the whole experience I had with my mother.
Additionally,

I wanted my love for my mom to shine through my poetry and to make sure

that people knew I chose to care for her. However, I also wanted to be sure that I did not
sugar-coat my memoir because it was not all sweet smiles and tender moments.
Michelle Wyatt's Not Right in the Head: How One Family Facing Alzheimer's
Discovered Laughter May Just Be the Best Medicine also had a tremendous impact on my
writing. Wyatt has a light and humorous voice, and her memoir focuses on the joy and
fun that she had while caring for her mother. She inspired me to include a poem about
the time I thought my mom was calling for me because she was dying -- only to find out
she wanted to eat some early morning ice cream. The prose memoir that I read helped
me gain perspective on how and what

I wanted to write.

Detennining what genre to write my memoir in was quite difficult. There are
many prose memoirs about Alzheimer's, and I felt this area was fairly saturated.

x

Listening to Mo zart : Poems ofAlzheimer's by Esther Altshul Helfgott, Trying to
Remember: A Memoir in Poetry by Crossman, and Alzheim e r Poems by Laurel Brodsley
were the only three purely poetry memoirs that I found focused on Alzheimer's.
Crossman wrote about her grandmother, Helfgott wrote about her husband, and Brodsley
wrote about herself

as

she faced early on-set AD. My work, Surrender Dorothy : A Battle

With Alzheimer's, uniquely positions itself in the genres of memoir and poetry because it
is an Alzheimer's poetry memoir from the perspective of a daughter caring for her
mother. I did not find any books currently on the market that match my thesis.
According to William Zinsser, "Memoir isn't the summary of a life; it's a window
into a life"(136). My collection of poems is a window into the life I spent with my mother
as she battled Alzheimer's. While many memoirs are funny or about great triumphs in
human struggle, Mary Karr notes that "most of us have been hurt into memoir'' (165) and
that many memoirists are "trying to heal the schisms within" themselves (163). This is
very true of my experiences and the motivations behind my decision to write my memoir.
Irene Roth also notes that memoirists are ''threading related experiences together'' and
often "see a pattern in the quilt" of their existence. My poems are sewn together like a
patchwork quilt in my attempt to fully cover the Alzheimer's experience that I had with
my mother. Roth further states that memoir writing is "about creating a legacy that
doesn't have dollar signs in front of it but has far greater residual value for family and
friends." This purpose of writing, which my piece shares, also aligns with Vivian
Gornick's concept of memoir. She explains that memoir has "the obligation to lift from
the raw material of life a tale that will shape experience, transfonn event, deliver
wisdom" (Gornick 5). Writing Surrender Dorothy has not only been cathartic for me, but
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the poems have also been helpful to my friends and family and have the potential to help
others, which is something that Nobel Prize-winning poet Seamus Heaney, like Ted
Kooser, also felt was important. Heaney notes, "The aim of the poet and the poetry is
finally to be of service, to ply the effort of the individual work into the larger work of the
community as a whole" (qtd. in Kooser

6).

One key aspect of memoir is that it focuses on accuracy and believability. Karr
importantly notes that memoir is ''the truth of memory... not unbiased history'' (11 ). This
point was a critical issue for m e in writing my poetry because while the poems are all
based on truth, there are some that are

an

amalgamation of events, not cold hard facts in

rigid chronology. The use of "poetic license" was occasionally necessary to craft poems
into a more artistic form of the emotion or event that I needed to include. Madelon
Sprengnether notes, "It's not that the memories themselves (in terms of what actually
happened) change, but rather that my relationship to these events keeps shifting-in
response to everything that has occurred since. The present, in this sense, does affect the
past-and alters it as a result." Because I am writing about events that started nineteen
years ago, I realized early on that where I am emotionally now did impact my memories
and the emotions tied to them. What I remember now is softened by the gauzy curtain of
time. Because of this, I followed Karr's advice to check with others about the accuracy of
some events. And while telling the truth to the best of one's ability is important in
memoir, Gornick notes that "Truth i n a memoir is achieved not through a recital of actual
events; it is achieved when the reader comes to believe that the writer is working hard to
engage with the experience at hand."
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Another critical aspect of good memoir is voice. This is an aspect that I struggled
with frequently while writing my poems. Karr stresses that "Most memoirs fail because
of voice," and I have worked hard to find and maintain my voice throughout this
collection of poems (181). A few poems challenged my voice because I did not want to
appear angry or bitter. Over time I was able to develop what Karr describes as "A
psychological self-awareness and faith in the power of truth," which gave me the courage
to reveal whatever I unearthed, whether I came "out looking vain or conniving or hateful
or not" ( 151 ). While I was concerned about how I would appear in a few of the poems,
"Bad Daughter" in particular, I tried to follow Karr's advice that "The author of a lasting
memoir manages to power past the initial defenses, digging past the false self to where
the truer one waits to tell the more complicated story" (102). Surrender Dorothy , while
unique i n the sense that it is written in verse, is at its core a memoir.
Writing this memoir in poetry form was a hard decision, but in the end I think
poetry fits it as easily as Dorothy Gale's foot slid into the ruby slippers. The actual
process of writing poetry and how it impacted me is part of why writing it in this form
was important. In Poetry o fSurvival, Gregory Orr notes,
In the act of making a poem at least two critical things have taken place that are

different from ordinary life. First, we have shifted the crisis to a bearable distance
from us: removed it to the symbolic but vivid world of language. Second, we have
actually made and shaped this model of our situation rather than passively
endured it as a lived experience. (5)
By writing this memoir as poetry,

I was able

to move through my grief and take charge of

my remembering. By focusing on fonn and making my memories poetic glimpses of my
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life, I stepped back from my personal pain and tried to create art. Poetry also captures
important moments that can be diffused by prose. Because I wrote poetic snapshots, I feel
that I have portrayed the emotional experiences better than if I had written the typical
non-fiction prose more common in this genre. Poetry also allowed me to offer
"information in the way it's felt -- to reflect the writer's inner values and cares either in
clever linguistic form or dramatic scene" (Karr 127).
Furthermore,

I was able to honor my past and my mother by sharing glimpses of

deeply emotional events. Karr advises, "If you trust that what you felt deeply warrants
your emotional response, try to honor your past by writing it that way" (149-150). I feel
that I accomplished this through my poems, which not only mirrored the fragmented
existence of my mother's life as she battled dementia but also often focused on one single
and powerful emotion. As Gornick states, "The narrator in a memoir is an instrument of
illumination, but it's the writing itself that provides revelation." Finally, I found it fitting
that my tribute to my mother was written in a format that is closely tied to music, one of
the most important parts of her life.

xiv
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1
You Disappear
Funeral over
We prep to take Dad's body
To Pennsylvania
Suddenly you are gone
Not napping on the couch
Not on deck watering flowers
Not fixing lunch
My sisters search for you
It is as if aliens have plucked you
From the house
Not worried
I carry snacks to the van
For the trip
And open the door
There
Snacking on Pringles
You sit
Smiling
I'm ready to go
Your Alzheimer's journey had started
Before we knew it

2
Taxes

Stacks of unopened mail
Greet rile on the kitchen table
I open envelope
After envelope
Bills after bills
Then I see
OVERDUE TAX NOTICE
Panic sets in
Confusion scrunches your face
Dad always wrote the checks
Before
I start paying your bills

3

Shopping Trips with My Mother
When you put five boxes of Ziploc bags in the cart at Walmart
I asked you why

We already had thirty at home
You turned with eyes blazing
Told me you could buy them if you wanted to
You had your own money
I was not the boss of you
At the checkout I told the worker
We didn't need the butterfly wings
You had slipped into the cart
Hornet-mad you protested
To avoid your sting
I told her to ring them up
On the next trip

When you found two pairs of high heels
I hid them behind bags of dog food
When you weren't looking
The fancy little girl's dress �nd cowboy boots
I stashed behind pillows
Lagging behind you just long enough
So you didn't see me hide them
Pots of garish silk flowers vanished
Amongst mattress pads
As you chatted with friends
At the checkout
You smiled, unaware
That I had left your finds
Hidden throughout the store
I learned that sometimes to win the war
I had to avoid the battles

4
Things Fall Apart

You call me one day
Without power
But there is no storm
I call the electric company
Your power is off
Because you have not paid your bill
The man
Who sold dad's train collection
Calls me to say you have not cashed
The $10,000 cashiers check
And have only a few days
Before the bank will keep your money
I open your

mail
Two lawn companies
Are billing you for spraying your yard
I check your pills
You are taking the same medication twice
Pharmacist said
The mistake could have killed you
Your checkbook shows
You have paid
For a magazine subscription
Three times
It keeps coming for a year
After you died
You fight bard to keep
Your independence
But bit by bit
Things fall apart

5

Vocabulary Matters
I killed my mother one day
By accident and

I have never forgiven myself
She was late to my house
Did not answer her car phone
Did not answer her house phone
Frustrated I called her neighbor
Marilyn, I need your help
I've lost my mother
Silence
Then sharp intake of breath
Oh, Becky
I'm so sorry. I had no idea.
When did she pass away?
I pause

No ..no .. . no ...
.

I c an �find her
She 's lost
She didn � die . ..
Later we laughed
That the English teacher
Had such a poor choice of words

6
Lost

strange man
Calls me
A

I have your mother

No demand for ransom
He gives me directions
To his church
Where you drove
On your way to my house
Miles off course
Not quite Wrong Way Corrigan
You say goodbye to your new friend
Then follow me home
Every few seconds I look in the mirr or
To make sure that you are still there
The next day you happen to
Permanently

lose your keys
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Bianca
You carried her
Limp, sleeping body
To me
Undulating with
Swarming fleas
Her soft pink belly
Rose and fell
With soft snores
Can I keep her?

You hoped
With childlike
Optimism
I looked at her paws

Huge
No

She will grow too big
We already have four
Outside the animal shelter
Your eyes filled with tears
Now we have five
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l\iliss Sassy Pants

Doctor
Asks you mental exam questions
What day o f the week is it?
I don i care I'm retired.
What se ason is it?
Must be winter. I'm wearin g a coat.
Spell WORLD backwards .
Why would I spell anything backwards?

I hide my giggle behind my hand

9
Driving Down the Road

The other day
You were driving
On the wrong side of the road
Heading straight at
Your doctor
But he swerved just in time
When I saw him
At your next appointment
He pulled me aside
And said you should not
Be driving anymore
If I did nothing
He would do something
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Cleaning Out

the House

We bagged up
Your work suits
Blouses, sweaters, and skirts
And sent them away
To help other women
Look good for their jobs
Delicate hands
Bubble-wrapped your St. Lucia dolls
Colony glassware
And other treasures
Sealed them in boxes
Scrawled "Fragile"
On all sides
Friends took home
Boxes of Ziploc bags
Kleenex
Soap
Lotion
Odd oil paintings
Church rummage sales
Scored Christmas decor
Lamps and dishes
Odds and ends
We threw hardened
Ten year old boxes of PEEPs
In the trash without wincing
Don 1 sell my things

You pleaded
As we prepared to sell your house
Years later
I spent summers with
My students
Emptying storage units
Unopened boxes
Still sit
In my basement, garage,
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And one last storage unit
Maybe someday we will find
What we've been missing
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I Have Chosen
I tell my minister uncle
Mom is my Naomi

I am her Ruth
I have chosen
To stay with her
To keep her with me
Wither thou goest, I will go
Man of God,
She will not go
To a nursing home.
She is your sister
She is my mother
I have chosen
To honor her.
Wither thou goest, I will go
Where thou lodgest, I will lodge
Ought but death part thee and me
Uncle,
She is my mother

I a m her daughter
I have chosen
To keep her with me
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I Kept Silent
When she almost broke
My thumb
Bending it backwards
When she was
Sundowning and angry
When I called
The Boys Town Hotline
Because

I was drowning

In her anger
In her cut-to-the-bone words
In her lost-ness
In her hoarding of
Used Kleenexes
Ziploc bags
Socks
Toys for children we did not have
And old newspapers
When she hit my friend
Who was visiting me
When she thought people were stealing
Her things and her money
When I felt mean
Making her take a shower
Then ate half a box of See's chocolates
To numb my pain
When she refused to go
To the doctor with me
And I left her i n the car
And a man saw her crying
And told the front desk attendants
Who brought her to me
In the exam room
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Tears streaming down her face
When I took out what she put in
The grocery cart
And randomly left items
On shelves throughout Walmart
When I cried myself to sleep
Because
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Heavy
Eyes burning angry
She pulled my thumb
Against my wrist
With bear trap strength
I beqme wary
Like a nervous matador
facing a raging bull
Doors shut quietly
Cut me off
As my mother sat
Angry on the other side
We ate meals in stillness
As her eyes flashed a furious silence
She was a

70 year old teenager

Wanting to drive without a license
To buy anything and everything
Moody, frustrated
Surfing emotional waves ...
I was confused
Exhausted
Desperate

I sought help
From strangers
Boys Town Hotline
Became my friend
My mother became heavy
But I carried her anyway
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The Mellon Boys
As soon as we
Pulled into
Their driveway
Three beaming
Boys bounded
Out to our car
With their
Anns outstretched
To help
"Dorfy"
And Becky
Bring in what
Ever needed
Manly carrying
Your face crinkled
With delight
As you piled their arms full
With food
Sparkling grape juice
Mystery packages
Inside
Huddling close
You read
Stories about snowmen
To your adoring audience
We ate meals
With me on one side
And a lucky kid on
the other
We sang carols
By the rotund Christmas tree
While you hugged your pillow pal puppy
And snuggled deep in your
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Tie-dyed snuggy
When they noticed you
Repeating yourself
And becoming
Quieter and quieter
And needing to nap
On the couch
They shared knowing looks
Their mom had told them
That Dorothy was sick
And when we left
Loaded with leftovers
And gifts
And hearts full of
Love
They hugged you goodbye
And you hugged
The small strangers right back
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The Northern Lights
I bundled you up in your coat
Cocooned you in blankets
Drove to a deserted country road
Slid back my sunroof
We tilted our seats back
And looked up
Then looked out the front window
And then up again
Waiting
Silent at first
Then whispers
I don �see anything.
Do you see anything?
Are we looking in the right direction ?
Did you bring a snack?
I'm getting cold . Can you turn the car back on?
Heated seats are the world 's best invention.
On your bucket list
You never got to see them
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The Hula Hoop
Two children
One with wheaten hair
Blowing through Kool-Aid stained
Lips
The other with stray gray strands

Escaping from bun
Madly swivel their hips
Attempting to coax
Uncooperative hula hoop
To circle
Their waists
Adults
Watching from window
Shake their heads
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Ross \.Vomen
Aunt Louise always said
That Ross women must be brave
Like Aunt Elizabeth
Who escaped an attack on her cabin
By floating downriver on a raft
To a fort somewhere on the Allegheny
But Dad always drove us to Pennsylvania
With truck driver focus .
Interstate to interstate
We could get there in one day
After he died
And you longed to see your family
I told you we could make it
Even if it took us two days
And so we bravely trekked
Home to Pennsylvania
Stopping for ice cream
Along the back roads
Avoiding interstate traffic
Taking our time
Making memories
Until finally
You giggled with your cousins
At the dining room table
Then sipped lemonade
With your sister and aunt
On the porch swing in Titusville

------

----e
-B tng-bFave-hatl-its-benefit
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Watson Farm

Panic attack exploded
When we went to Watson Farm
Caught off guard
Your brother and sister-in-law
Watched your anxiety burst
Leaving you
Quivering
Silent
Afraid
Until
We eased
The Alzheimer's wound
With Diazepam
And ice cream
With maple syrup
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The Trees
Trees
Fascinated you
Look at the maples
You whispered
What a beautiful redbud
You sighed
That blue spruce is gorgeous
You gushed
We gathered leaves
And pressed them between
The pages of books
Weighted down by
Encyclopedias
We studied tree books
Gathered nuts and pinecones
And planted trees
Once we planted a tul�p tree
In honor of your father
Who took you deep into the woods
Long ago
To show you
A lone tulip tree
Standmg in aclearing
Blooming in full glory
One spring
Kris and I planted a redbud
Outside the living room window
But you never saw its blooms
It stands there still
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Outside the window
Connecting us
To you
As its branches
Reach to the sky
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The Reindeer
Night came early
As it always does in
December
You sat at the
Kitchen table
Waiting for supper
To be served
Bored
You opened
A plastic container
That I had brought home
From school
Your squeal of delight
Terrified me at first
- Then I turned
From the stove
To see you beaming at
A pretzel reindeer
With big eyes
And a red M&M nose
You asked
If you could have him
I could not deny
The sparkle in your eyes
The joy in your voice
He sat for three days
On your placemat
Discovered again
And again
And again
With giggles at every meal
Until one night
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You bit off an antler
Then ·ate an eye
Before stuffing the rest of his head
And red nose
Into your mouth

:
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Tender Heart

You found Missy's stilled body
On the family room floor
Wrapped your precious girl in a towel
And took her to the vet
Alone in your house
Without dogs
Without other humans
You craved company
First came Rudy
Sold cheap because
He wasn't good enough
For breeder to keep
Then Bianca found you
Huge and flea-bitten
You couldn't let her go
Holly wandered your way
Near Christmas You could not resist
Her sad Beagle eyes
Always
There was dog love
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Cornflower Days

Cornflowers
Lined Route 1 2 1
Between home and school
They nodded their heads at me
Bright blue in the morning
And shriveled in the afternoon sun to
A gray-blue cloud
Hovering just off the bot pavement
Guilt tugged the steering wheel
As I struggled with leaving you
To go to school
Cornflower days
A break from caregiving and teaching
Brought poetry back to my life
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Lemonade Stands
Bright lemon sun
Doused the world
In summer sweetness
As we drove
Through quiet neighborhoods
Looking for treasures at garage sales
Car full of cheap finds
We meandered
Homeward when you commanded
Me to pull over
Fearing another break from reality
I followed your outstretched hand
Pointing
To the card table set up
In the grass
With a sign declaring
"Lemonaid 25 sense"
Before the wheels
Barely stopped
You hustled to
The small girl
With wheaten p'igtails
And ordered two glasses
You pressed a dollar
Into her hand
Told her to keep
The change
Smiling you handed me
My cup
Always stop
At lemonade stands
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You advised me

Always

30
Church
As a child, your life revolved
Around the altar
Every childhood memory
Is attached to church
Religion was deep in your family
Your brother became a minister
Your sister dedicated her life
To singing in the choir
I remember going to church
Every Sunday
awkward and overweight,
Searching for love in Sunday school
Our lives revolved around
Sunday School
Church potlucks
Children's choir
Church friends
But when your mother died
Church changed
We sat in the back
As sobs broke your body
You cried while
Making cookies
laymg the piano
Singing
Gardening
Breathing
Grief stole your religion

Now thirty years later
You ask to go to church
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It is different
Not the same people
But you recognize your God
You know the familiar songs
And prayers
But one Sunday you weep again
And I lead you out the back door
Another Sunday you sob through the sermon
And will not leave until
Three women caj ole you to the car
It becomes easier
To j oin TV congregations
Where familiar songs are accompanied
By Pillsbury orange rolls, French toast, or
Pancakes
Food, not God, brings you comfort
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S'mores
Log by log
We built the fire

In the backyard
Anned with long metal
Roasting sticks
We stabbed our marshmallows
Then hovered them over
Glowing coals
Laughter erupted
When a marshmallow blazed
Then turned to black
Squished between
Graham crackers and Hershey bars
They oozed out when we bit down
Love stuck to our chins
And sweet memories filled our bellies
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Bad Daughter
I left you in the car
When you refused to come inside
While I saw my doctor
Inside

I kept looking out the window
To make sure you were okay
Then they brought you to me
With tear-stained face
Concerned man
Reported to front desk workers
A lady crying in a car
They knew you belonged to me
I felt guilt
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You Did Your Best
Cool hand on my fevered cheek
As I battled infection
Soothing circles traced on my back
While I threw up in the sink
Concerned hand giving me a tissue
As pain staggered my breathing
Alzheimer's stole your mind but
Left your mother's heart whole
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Unexpected Slumber Parties
From the back of the ambulance
With sirens going and paramedic trying to start IV
Or from doctor's office, the ER, or hospital bed
I called my cavalry
I did not always know what was wrong with me
Or when I would come back
But I was worried to leave you alone
My friends
Rode to your rescue
Watched you
Entertained you
Lied to you about where I was
Took you to their homes
For unexpected slumber parties
You had a ball on your vacations
W hile I slept soundly to monitor beeps
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Flirt
You stood
Arms crossed
Leaning against the car
Watching him give me a hug goodbye
With forlorn eyes
You held your arms open
And waited
Until he came to you
Hugged you

.
And brushed a kiss on your cheek
Can we keep him?
His wife smiled

I'll share him, but I get to take him home
Fair enough
Fair enough
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Bathtime
The bath tub
Called to you
With siren's song
Of warmth and bubbles
You snuck in
One night
And I found you there
Wizened but not wise
Grinning from ear to ear
Until
The water got cold
And you wanted out
But your legs
Would not cooperate
Desperate
I called my sister
To ask how to get your
Cold, slippery body
Back to dry land safely

I fetched the shower chair
Put my phone on speaker mode
Followed iny sister's step-by-step directions
Toddler-like
Splashing water everywhere
You faced the chair
On your knees
Leaned towards me to steady you
Got right knee up
Put one hand on the chair
And the other on the edge of the tub

I slipped my hand under
Your damp, soapy armpit
One, two, three. . .

I wrapped you in a towel cocoon
Shivering, you sighed
Well, that was interesting
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Sm all Town
At the IGA you ask me

-

How 's your mom?
I tear up
Pretty good other than a bathtub adventure
She got in and couldn 't get out by herself
It took a while, but Ifinally got her out
You smile and nod
You know we can help you when that happens
Call the firehouse or call my cell
We 're always around to help
A lump forms in my throat
As I nod
Thank you
You ride off into the sunset
After tipping your white bat
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Funeral Dinner Left-Overs
United Methodist Women
Know how to care
On Saturday afternoons
I often heard a gentle knock on our front door
Followed by the cacophony
. Of our dogs
Standing there
Holding tan plastic tray filled edge to edge
With saran-covered plates and bowls
Were angels of mercy
Bringing leftovers from funeral dinners
They brought the comfort of God
With ham loaf, scalloped potatoes, Jello salad, and Texas sheet cake
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Christmas Eve in Marienvill e
We flanked you with love
In the pew on Christmas Eve
Until Alzheimer's squeezed
Between us
And curled his icy hand
Around your brain
Whimpering and scared
You needed to escape
The flickering candles
And familiar hymns
The Silent Night
Was filled by your sobs
That not even a peppermint
Could quiet
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Wise Women

Some people call them elders
Ones who have survived tragedies
Endured hardship
And lived long lives
They know things from their living
That younger people have not yet learned
called them
When sad, frightened, confused
Unsure of how to handle my mother's spiraling into fog
I

They listened
They had met this memory-thief before
Had eaten dinner with it
Tucked it in at night
Held its hand while it wailed
They gave me what I needed
When I needed it
Because as wise women
They knew
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Catatonic
Eyes red from crying
You sat on the couch
Catatonic
Surrounded by dogs
At first you could not speak
Tears glistened trails
Down your cheeks
I coaxed words from your mouth
As I held you, trembling, in my arms
They 're going to take our dogs
You rasped
Bianca got loose and scared our neighbor
The men who came scared me
My hackles rose
Body tensed
Ready for battle
Later
Animal Control man hung his head
Explained bis visit
Apologized for scaring her
I asked him never come to our house again
Unless I was home
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Broken Rememberer
Something s wrong with me
I can Y remember th ings
Whats wrong with me?

I looked deep into your eyes
Wondered if you knew the words
Alzheimer's
Dementia
Your rememberer is broke
But that s ok, I'll remember for you
Andy our heart will always know
Even ifyour head doesn 't
You took my hand
Pulled it to your heart
I'm so lucky I have you
Later
Wben you forgot my name
Your heart knew who I was
And remembering didn't matter
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Signing
You used to sign your name
on contracts, checks, grants
For thousands, millions
Of dollars
Now sitting
At the kitchen table
You repeat writing
"Love, Mom"
On the line
I have drawn for you
Your frustration fills
The room
As you practice
Deliberate
Slow
When I check your progress
Your eyes are hopeful
Beneath worried eyebrows
Finally "Love, Mom"
Is readable
Through the wavering
Drunkenness
Of the script
I slide you the birthday card
For my sister
And hold my finger on the lightly
Penciled line
To show you know where to write
With infinite concentration
You sign '.'Love, Mom"
And smile as you hand me the card
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Eyes shadowed
By Alzheimer's fog
Face softened
To a blissful blur

Of success
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Full Bed

You tiptoed to my room
Whispered in the dark
Are you awake?
I 'm scarred
I pulled back the blankets
And slid pillows over
Pale blue-veined legs slid between flannel sheets
Dogs rearranged themselves
When gentle snores from all sleeping beauties
Filled the room
I smiled
And fell back to sleep
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Road trip
Rollercoastering along Wisconsin's backroads
We stopped at every cheese store
Took pictures next to fiberglass cows
Sang songs about the lonely goatherd
Sipped root beer floats through smiles
We milked every drop ofjoy
That we could savor
When we went adventuring
Until night fell
And you were scared
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Baby Steps
Parents
Rejoice as they watch
Their baby take
First steps of life
Their baby is
Growing
Becoming
More independent
With each step
My child walks
Backwards
Her adult steps
Becoming baby steps
Taking her towards
The wqmb of death
Back to parents
Long awaiting her
In late night hours
I answer her fear-filled cries
Dry her tears
Sing songs to ease her panic
Cradle her head to my breast
Stroke her baby-fine hair
One by one
Her faltering steps
Lead her away from me
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Miss Dorothy
I dragged you along to
Book Clubs
With my students
Because I didn't want you
To eat alone
While I enjoyed a meal out
With awesome teenagers
They embraced you as a
Grandma
Included you in conversations
Helped you to the car
You told them they were pretty
Handsome and smart
And wanted to pay for
All of their meals
A few stole your heart
Called you "Grandma"
Or "Miss Dorothy"
Later took you to the Pumpkin Patch
Called 9 1 1 when you needed help
Painted your bedroom
Paid for your supper at The Red Apple
"Grandma Sat" you
Introduced you to their children
And included you at
Holiday dinners with their families
And one
Drove through the snow
And ice
The day after finishing boot camp
To pay his last respects
In his brand new dress uniform
To his ''Miss Dorothy"
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When You Are Gone
Who will I kiss goodbye in the morning
Halfway between asleep and awake?
Whose fine gray hair will I stroke?
Whose nose pretend to nip?
Who will watch the squirrels with me
laughing at the antics
of the upside-down thief
swinging three feet from the window?
Who will drive with me
To Pauly's for pork
Or Dairy Delites to work our way
through all 28 flavors
in a single summer?
Who will shop with me
For strawberries or
Sweet com or
yellow flowers for the table
Who will say goodnight to me
From your chair or your bed?
Who will guide me through

The empty you will leave?
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New Bed
Your old mattress
Was shot
So we ordered a new bed
Sight unseen
From a local furniture store
We needed a ladder
That first night
To climb that unassailable tower
We giggled
As we pole-vaulted onto the top
Of your new bed
Terrified we would fall to the floor
And have to call
Paramedics
To pick us off the floor
In our flowered nightgowns.
Before we discovered
The safeness of "slim" box springs
We took those running leaps
To settle under soft flannel sheets
In our posy-ed nighties
At mom-daughter slumber parties
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Your Ladies
Peggy came and tensions eased
As she got you up �nd dressed and fed
After I left for work
Day in and day out she
Washed everything that needed washing
Hulled strawberries for the queen
Baked apple crisp when fall made you sad
Gave pills to you and the dogs
Weeded the garden
Changed lightbulbs
Let repairmen in
Mopped and vacuumed
Changed locks on doors
Took care of all of us
Like a fairy godmother in blue jeans
And Taz t-shirts
And others, too, swooped in
Took care of "Miss Dorothy"
They
Trimmed your toenails
Covered you in lotion
Showered you with affection
Calmed your fears
Followed ambulances
Sang to you
Rescued ornery dogs from window wells
And one glorious day
Took you to the Pumpkin Patch
And bought you whatever you wanted
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The Wanderer
The phone rang early on Sunday morning
From sound sleep
I catapulted from bed
Breathing hard, heart pounding
A soft female voice
Asked if I knew
Where my mother was
Confused, I answered
In her bed sleeping
Are you sure?
I think I have her here with m e
I tumbled from my bed and headed to her room
On my way I saw the front door open
Morning light was pouring in
Her bed was empty
Who is this?
Is she okay?
Where are you?
Two doors down
My neighbor had found my mother at her kitchen table
Drinking coffee and reading her newspaper
Oh, there you are.
This lovely lady invited m e in for breakfast
I couldn ifind our house after my walk
Its such a lovely morning

The next day
I changed the lock on the front door
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Last Family Portrait
In the heat of the summer
We put on our college shirts
Posed for pictures in the yard
A rare family gathering
(Dad there in spirit)
Confused but sustained
By giggles and love
Mom put on funny sunglasses
Smiled at the camera
Even though she didn't know who we were
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Eating Out
When Alzheimer's sat with you at the table
You had trouble with the menu
Struggled to place your order
But that did not stop your friends
From eating out with you
Rose Mary
Diane
Pat and Roy
Bibs and Bill
Talked and laughed with you
Despite the changes that frightened others
They
Picked you up from your house
Nestled your sandwich in its wrapper
Smiled as you played with your Peanut Buster Parfait
Cut your chicken at Cracker Barrel and
Sat beside you in your wheelchair
As you silently stared at the condensation on your water glass
And twisted your napkin in your hands
Eating out isn't really about the eating
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The Red Apple
We always sat
At the same table
But one night other people
Stole it from us
And we sat out in the middle
Not near a door
You ate what you always ate
Salad, chicken strips, a baked potato
You seemed fine
You ordered carrot cake for dessert
When it was time to go
You glared up at me
Body stiff, hands gripping the table
I'm not ready to go
You can just go on
I smiled, trying to cajole you into leaving
But you were not having it
I urged
Mom, its getting late
Lets get your coat on
Eyes flashed
Jaw stiffened
NO!
I'm not leaving
You can 't make me
People around us stopped eating
Whispered behind their hands
Shook their heads
Whats wrong with her?
Waitresses who knew you
Came to the rescue with an extra piece of carrot cake in a box
This isfor you to take home, Mrs. Lawson
We know its yourfavorite
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Let us help you on with your coat
Can we help you out to your car?
They smiled and laughed you out the door
And did not charge us

for the cake
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You Watched
You stood
Looking out the front window
Dogs in your arms
Waving goodbye to me
As I left for work
Or you waved goodbye to me
From the laundry room window
Dogs gathered at your feet
Later there were no waves
Just a simple squeeze of hand
As you blinked goodbye
In your hospital bed
With dogs all around you
Finally there were only dogs
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At the Kitchen Table
Six Oreos
Left in the package
For two hungry
Women.
I took three
Gave her three
We longed for them
Like wallflowers
Watching friends
On the dance floor.
Mine disappeared,
Inhaled nearly whole
Distracted, happy
Inaworldofherown
My mother
Delicately ate two
And then
Left one on the table
I could have eaten it
She would have never noticed
She looked down
Saw the single cookie
On her placemat
Then looked to where I sat
Nothing on my placemat
My Oreos gone.
She smiled Not even Alzheimer's could
Take that from her
Then
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With the gentle grace of
A symphony conductor
Luring solo from violinist,
She placed index finger on
The last Oreo
And slid it across the table.
With silent nod and
Love-filled eyes,
She gave me
Her
Last
Oreo.
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Flowers On the Patio
Side by side with your Gramma Ross
You planted your fust flower garden
Black pigtails glistening i n the sun
Days later nasty neighbor girl
Pulled your flowers up
Their shriveled bodies baked on the hard dirt
Now you sit in a kaleidoscope
Of dancing lavender and geraniums
Impatiens and coleus
Sweet alyssum and salvia
Existing only in the present
You inhale beauty and smile
No demons lurk among your flowers
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My Mother's Eyes
What is wrong with me?
You asked
Eyes unflinching.
I can 1 write my name anymore
You murmured
Eyes downcast.
Are you my gramma?
You whispered
Eyes searching.
Stay with me
You breathed
Eyes closed.
! will
I sighed

Eyes weeping
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Stuffies
You were a sucker
For stuffed animals
Crazy patterned bear
Large-eyed reindeer
Hot pink dinosaur
Wild-colored owl
Panda in kimono
Big, blue Dory
Bears that talked
Walking and barking Chihuahuas
Your face bright with silly smile
Surrounded by
Stuffed friends
You giggled
Snug and safe
In crowded bed
And reached out
For more
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My Baby's Dead
Babies always attracted my mother
Like a light bulb a moth
A rose a june bug
Puppies children
If we saw a baby, she wanted to hold it
Forever
She ignored cake and punch
At weddings
To hold a baby
So
I bought her a small
Hard plastic human
To cradle in her arms
To coo indecipherable words to
To bathe and dress
To bring her joy
I wrapped it
In a blanket soft as our dog's
Silky ears
And placed in her arms
The trial-run child
I wanted her to hold
Before adopting an
American Girl doll
Her face glowed with anticipation
Her eyes focused on
The Walmart baby
As her quivering hand
Pulled back the blanket
MY BABY'S DEAD
MYBABY'S DEAD MY BABY'S DEAD
MYBABY'S DEAD MY BABY'S DEAD
MYBABY'S DEAD MY BABY'S DEAD

I grabbed
The rigid corpse from her
Panicked grip
Threw it to the floor
Behind her chair
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Then took her hands
In mine
MOM .. Mom...Mom
Dorothy -Dorothy ... .
!t was a doll
Just a doll
Its not dead
Softly, loudly, urgently
I tried to pull her back to
The here
The now
Out of the horror
Of holding a dead baby
My baby 's dead
She murmured
My baby 's dead
The doll is gone now
I whispered
Hand to her face
Almost nose to nose
Would you like some ice cream ?
Chocolate peanut butter?
She asked
Yes
I smiled back
With Hershey's syrup please
On my way to the kitchen
I hid the plastic corpse
In a Walmart bag
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3 a.m. CaUs
One sister says I go to sleep at..

.

The other says I'll be in bed by ..

.

But emergencies happen
mom can't stop crying
or I can't stop crying
Needs
Cannot tell
Time
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Late in the Night
Sometimes late at night
Restlessness filled the house
And I sat in the living room
Beside my moaning, tossing mother
Staying close
Ready to comfort her
I turned to Facebook
For distraction
And found comfort in
Memes
Photos

of puppies

Recipes for des.serts
On the best nights
My former student deployed
in the Middle East
Reached out to check on me
What are you doing up, Miss Lawson?
Its three in the morning in Illinois!
My friend in Australia
Heading home from a long day at work
Worried that something was wrong
Is your mom ok?
Are you sick?
Do you need to talk?
From California another messaged me
During her night shift break
You are on Facebook!
Is Dorothy ok?
Sometimes distance
Makes the time right
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Piano Lessons
With pigtails
Then pimples
College sweatshirt
And work clothes
I watched and sang along
As your nimble fingers once coaxed
Andrew Lloyd Weber
Scott Joplin
Gershwin
Rodgers and Hammerstein
To life
Now, at my request, you sit beside me
\Vatchful
As I struggle to play simple songs
After you have tired from playing
When I hit a clunker
Your finger rises
Hovers
Then taps the correct key
Smiling
You tum to me
And have me start over
Your music memory remains
Until the very end
And grace will lead me home
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The Chair
Eyes shut
Body limp
Like a flattened dog toy
You slept through their visit
Even when they hoisted you into the air·
And gently placed you back
Into your tricky lift chair
One placed his hand
On my shoulder
Offered to take you
To the hospital
Hospice
I murmured

He nodded
Eyes met mine
Without sirens
They left
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Skyping
With no feet
She came into our living room
A flatscreen head on wheels
You leaned close
Whispered I love you
Touched the flat face
Stroked the smoothness of her cheek
Later you asked
When Pam was coming to visit again
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Lean In
Beside her hospital bed
My mom and I
Wrap arms around each other
Stand forehead to forehead
Connected by
Indigo light
Of unseeing Eye
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Adult Diapers
Life was
Easier when
Full ofcrap
Meant
Scoffing
Disbelief.
Now
I want to unbelieve the reality
Only you
Mom
Forget
The Horror.
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Communion
Your legs could not carry you to church
So church came to you
Blood of Christ went down easily
You loved juice
Body of Christ
Hard bit of tastelessness
You spit it into my hand
Communion incomplete
I hustled to the kitchen
Returned with a cookie
You smiled
And ate
The Body of Christ
Next time the chaplain brought wafers
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Gramma
I hear
The thrashing of legs
And low deep moans
And quietly come to your bed
I brush back
Gray wisps from your face
Eyes open
You reach
And grasp my arm
Gramma?
You ask
Will you stay with me?

I smile and nod
Hush little baby don 't say a word
Gramma s gonna buy you a mockingbird
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Understanding
I

try to get you

To swallow your pills
Just take a sip and swallow
You know what to do
Just put it on your tongue and swallow
When I take the cup
From your lips
The pill

is still on your tongue

I am afraid you will bite me
If I put the pill in the back of your mouth
So I crunch the pill into powder
Hide it in applesauce
That I airplane into your mouth
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Sweet Irony
I sleep
One ear
Listening
For her cries
Ready to rush
If she calls
For me.
Haunted by
Elie Wiesel's
Memory of
Not answering
His father's last
Call,
I hover
In half asleep land.
When I hear
My name
I catapult from
Bed, heart pounding
Rush to her
Wonder i f
This is it.
With beatific smile
She asks for
Ice cream.
My heart slows
As I fill two bowls with
Her favorite
Chocolate-peanut butter.
Later I drag
Back to bed
Before morning
Calls me to work.
While she sleeps
Waiting for me
And more
Ice cream.
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Curtains
Curtains
Separate you from me
You from the here and now,
Pull across your windows.
I peer in
To see if you are .
Home.
Through the gauzy light
Of dementia
You see me.
But I

am

Outside your windows
Waiting
For you
Longing for you
To come out
One more time.
Even with eyes locked, we
Are separated
By your blurred reality
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Sundowing
Surrounded by our friends
You held court at my hooding ceremony
Giggled and hugged
Posed for pictures
Accepted congratulations
Master's degree at last
Proud mama
Until darkness froze fear on your face
Then we whisked you away
Back to the familiar walls
Of home
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Graduation
I wanted you at my graduation
So I hired a watcher
And we carried you off to the ceremony
You sat in your wheelchair
Confused
Brows worried
At the loudness
Of people
Until you became
A vacant stare
That was the last time
You left the house
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Graduation Pictures
For my graduation
I wanted a picture with you,
A smile from you
Documenting
My goal achieved.
But fear clouded your face,
No smile could be coaxed
Past your anxious eyebrows.
Only later
Weeks after graduation
With regalia rented again
In the calmness of home
Did we get the perfect portrait.
One shot out of seventy
A precious fake.
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The Possession
Gravelly man voice
Comes out between
Your sleep-dried lips
Startled
I pause
It calls out to me again

Girl. You Girl. Come 'ere.
Hospice worker on phone
Does not quite believe my concern
That you have been possessed
I take phone to your room
So she can hear what I bear
That was your mom?
She tells me to call for help if I feel that I am in danger
I hang up
I pray
I sing hymns

I tell lost spirit to go to the light
Later you smile at me
And ask in your own voice what's for lunch
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Sweet Songs
Dylan Thomas' words scream in my head
Do not go gentle into thatgood night ...
Rage, rage against the dying ofthe light ...
But Alzheimer's bas a death grip on your mind
So my rage will do nothing
For either of us
Instead I stroke your cheek
Sing sweet songs
We have shared
For as long as I can remember
Your eyes open
Your lips begin to move
As you breathe a thin harmony
To my melody
Our last duet
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The Hoyer Lift
I hooked up the chains
Of the praying mantis contraption
And cranked you up
Until you hovered
Inches over your hospital bed

Ready to swing
To bedside commode

Then you screamed
Quickly I lowered you down
And dragged the evil monster to the garage
After you fell asleep
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When
Your words
Have been stolen
You cannot tell me
When you feel
The wetness of urine
Soak your nightgown
Or that your body strains
To empty hard excrement
But I try to read
Your eyes
The way you move your
Feet
Hands
Changes that
Flit across your face
When I wash
Your sticky body
Change your nightie
Adult diapers
Sheets
You take my hand
Hold it to your cheek
Press kiss into my palm
I hear you
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The Storm
Outside
The wind rages
Rain machineguns trees
Tornado siren wails in warning
On your bed
By the picture window
You do not stir
I cover you with blankets
Pillows
Close the curtains to catch the glass
Just in case
I pull up a chair beside you
Hold what dogs I can
Others hide at my feet
And under the covers with you
As I wait for the end
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Code of Ethics
I tell him, Doc
I can't bring
My bed-ridden mother
To your office
To refill her pain medication
She struggles
To stand,
Can barely walk
She hurts
back
legs
hands
Even her clothes
Hurt
Her skin resists
The air
But you refuse
And make
A strange doctor
Fill your obligation
Days before
Her death
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Fall Flowers
Your skin
Like fall-brown leaves
Thinned to paper
From inside your foggy mind
You asked me
To bring yqu flowers
Death hung over you
As an autumn bouquet of mums
Sat by your bed
Together
You wilted away
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Christmas Came Early
I put the fuzzy pink Christmas tree

Beside your bed in November
You smiled at it
And tucked it next to your reindeer
While I made cookies
By Thanksgiving
Not even the Macy's parade
Could break through
Your fog
You did not see
Your brand new
Lighted snowman in the yard
Just feet away outside your window
Or your snowman collection
On the mantle
Even though your eyes were open
Christmas came early
For you that year
And has never returned
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Your Last Meal
Eyes shut to this world
You lay in bed
Caught in the in-between
Would you like s ome peanut butter choc olate ice c ream?
You nod almost imperceptibly
I scoop your favorite into a small bowl
And slide the spoon between your lips
You swirl the coldness with your tongue
Then like silent baby bird
You ask for more
Before you taste Heaven
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Unwilling Midwife
I lead you from life

To that other world
Where angel touch will
Repair fra c tured brain.
An unwilling midwife
I yearn to scream to you
Not to leave, not to go into the light,
To stay in the darkness of the corporeal womb.
Stooped and shuffling,
You depend on me,
An unwilling midwife,
To deliver you
To Death
To Heaven's final version of you.
An unwilling midwife
I wash blood from my hands
When it is done
Unwilling
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Insidious Parasite
Slithers
Into
Brain
Nibbles
At grey
Matter
Chewing up
Memories
One by one
Ingesting
Abilities
Until it is
The only
Functioning part
Of her.
And she
Disappears
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Not a Cat
One day a hospice nurse said
You are like a cat
You seem to have nine lives
She felt you were close to the end
Many times
And yet you lingered
To stay here with me
But on Tuesday
Life number eight ended
Letting her know
You were not
A cat
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Gone
I
Squeezed
Your hand
You
Squeezed back
Then
You were...
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Preparing the Body
When I realized you were
Gone
I remembered reading
About how people
Prepared the bodies
Of their dead
For burial
As you rested
Unbreathing
Unmoving
In the hospital bed
In the living room
Your still warm body
Lying in the pink glow
Of the dawn on
Fresh snow
I remembered
That some people
Open doors and windows
To allow the soul
To leave the place of death
To help the soul go
To the light
So I opened a door
Others
Light candles
To help the soul
Head upwards
Following the flame and smoke
Heavenward
So I lit a candle
Somewhere people
Wash the bodies
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Of the ones who die
With reverence
Dress them
In their burial clothes
So I washed you
With warm water
Cut the back
Of your favorite nightgown
And slipped it over your arms
And I waited
Then without any
Remembering
The keening came
The primeval cries
Of grief
Poured from my mouth
Purifying you with
Hymns
As I waited
For them to come
To make official what I
Already knew
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The Death-Teller
No one handed me
A box of words
To open and share
When I became
The death-teller
I simply said

She is gone
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December 1 0
M y elderly neighbor �huck�ad_!10
So I adopted

�mily

him and be adopted me

I promised my gray-haired buddy

When cancer found him and gnawed at his insides
That he wouldn't die alone
And I promised him that I would visit his grave
My mom used to go with me when I took him flowers
And left a penny on his tombstone
One day we noticed a stone for a soldier from World War II

CPL. Harold D. Marble
June 16, 1922 - December 10, 1944
Killed In Action In Germany
So young, so very young to die
Mom was still in pigtails when he was killed
He seems so alone
I thought
He should have.flowers and be remembered
So I decided to adopt him, too
Chuck would not mind sharing his flowers and
Like my mother, I have weakness for men in uniforms
Then on December I 0th
Sixty-nine years to the day that Harold was killed
Death knocked on our door
As the winter sun pinked the snow
I like to think Harold
Sharp in bis dress uniform
With his hat at a jaunty angle
And dark hair neatly trimmed
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Came to give Miss Dorothy a military escort Home
With a flower in his hand and a penny in his pocket
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The First Night
Once hospice knew that you were gone
They offered to come talce away your hospital bed
A quiet, broad-shouldered man
Entered our house of mourning
And soon it was gone
And the living room went back
To how it had been before
At bedtime
Daisy stared at me
Ears drooped
Wagging tail stilled
Unsure of what to do
You were gone
I scooped her into my arms
And carried her to my bed
Buddy, Rudy, Bianca, Babe, and I
Made room for one more
It was a five dog night
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Grief
I cannot move
I cannot be moved
I am a lifeless cicada shell
Ugly
a waif-like shadow
Frozen in the before

1 01
Regret
When you took your last breath
I was writing lesson plans
Five feet away from you
My sisters were not here
They thought you had more time
There was no singing
No tender goodbye
No Hollywood moment
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They Carne
My friend told me
Always call

And when I called that December morning
She told the office to get her a sub
And came to my house
Former students
Came too
One to the house
To comfort with bis solid presence
Another braved the snow
All the way from Chicago
To fill the funeral home
With his silent strength
Other friends
Brought
Coffee cake
Lemon cookies
Potato soup
Spaghetti and torpedo sandwiches
Came to the funeral home
With kind words and love
Two shoveled the snow
From our driveway
The morning of the funeral
And then there were those

Who kept coming
Kept checking
Kept inviting me to do things
People glued my heart back together with kindness
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Together
After Mom died
My sisters
Swooped in
Like barn swallows
They took me to The Red Apple
Buoying me
So I was not alone
When I went back
To our special table
In the kitchen
We made fudge
Fingers sqooshing boiled sugar glob
The way Mom used to
In the mornings
When I went to work
They chauffeured me to school
Like two nervous mothers
Then picked me up
When the final bell rang
To take me home
Later we quarter-folded
Our Swedish pancakes
Like Dad always did
Drenched them in
Real maple syrup
And tasted family tradition
On our tongues
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And Then There Were Three
We had always been
Three
As different as the
Three little pigs
One with a house built of music and dance
The second with a house made of kayaks
and snowshoes
The last with a house filled with cookies
and books
When Mom left us
We lived
In a house of grieving
Three sisters
Under the same roof
Once more
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The Snowman in the Backyard
All alone my sister
Made a snowman in the yard
Frozen in grief
I could not help her
Sad little man
Melted with our tears
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A Jar Full of Love
Condolences scribbled
With stick figures and
Sad faces
Filled a jar with love
As only 7th graders

can
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Your Final Caregiver
I saw my friend Judy
Shortly after you died
In soft voice
She told me that she was
the last person with you

At the crematoria where
You chose fire and light
Instead of being trapped
For eternity in darkness
That terrified you
I was comforted to know
That you were in gentle, reverent hands
In the moments before
Fire turned you to ash
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Christmas in Wisconsin
After you died, my sister
Bundled me up

Drove me to the land of snow
Where we fed wild birds by hand
Threw flowers on the frozen Mississippi
Ate Christmas Eve dinner with her friends
Through prisms of tears
The Christmas lights still danced
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In the China Cabinet
I put the urn with your ashes
In the china cabinet
In the living room
You were safe there
Nestled near your mom's chocolate set
Your wedding dishes
And the yellow rose teapot and cups
Your Marine boyfriend sent you from Korea
Before you married dad
The snow was deep and the ground was hard
When you died in December
And so you stayed with me until
The hydrangeas bloomed in Pennsylvania
Sometimes I felt as if you peered over my shoulder
While I graded papers
Watched movies
Played with the dogs
In June after the ground thawed
Only dishes filled the cabinet
And it felt empty
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Final Trip
The urn filled with your ashes
Fit snugly into your blue, wheeled backpack
So I zipped you in
With Olaf sitting on top
Peering out at the world
The snowman guarding you
On your final trip
At the hotel
A sweet woman laughed at Olaf's ride
And wondered where his child-owner was
I smiled and said nothing
I couldn't leave you in the car
With only a stuffed toy to protect you
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Death Is Not Perfect
In December
The winter storm that you would have loved
Kept many friends from paying
Their last respects
They tried
But age and ice and drifts
Do not mix well
In June
After your um was liberated from the china cabinet
The funeral home in Pennsylvania canceled your last parade
But black-suited cousins in sunglasses
Stopped traffic as you passed through town
At the cemetery
A final indignity caused us to shake our heads
Workers dug your grave in the wrong place
Your brother, protective of his little sister to the end,
Kept final watch over you
As they dug a second hole
And then placed you beside your husband
At last
You returned to the familiar hills
Of your childhood
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Glimpses
Everywhere
Glimpses of you
Outside watering flowers
I look up
At the kitchen window
Imagine you smiling
Watching me
Waiting for a flower report
Leaving for work
I glance at house
Looking for you in the window
Holding a dog
Waving goodbye
Sitting on the patio
I can almost see
Your errant silver hair
Needing tucked behind your ears
At the piano
I remember silvery tracings
Etched on your pianist hands
In the freezer
I see your ice cream
Waiting for us
To indulge
Our sweet tooth
But on the table
One bowl
One spoon
Only one person
Left to eat it
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Signs

When my sister gave us
The Valentine's Day bears
That talked when we hugged them
You squeezed yours over and over and over
Giggling, delighted
You almost squeezed the stuffing out ofme
That was a big bear hug
Can I have another hug
It still talks to me from your empty chair
Hugged by unseen arms
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Emptying the Drawers
I smelled you
Essence of lotion
Lingers
Amongst clothes
Neatly folded waiting for you
To get dressed again
I feel the softness of
Undershirt worn to protect
Mastectomy scar from harshness of bra
And nightgowns that cuddled you
In fleecy warmth
Cocoon from which
You metamorphosed into
Meandering Alzheimer's butterfly
-

Keeping them will not keep you here
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The Other Day
I smiled
Proud that I was making progress
Garbage bags filled with
Pants, shirts, sweaters
Left at the thrift shop
Like unwanted kittens
Four weeks later
I see someone
Wearing one of your shirts
I hugged the clothes still
In your closet
Breathing you in
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Little Things
The lingering apple blossom of your lotion
Amazing Grace how sweet the sound
A cloud shaped like a teapot
Your favorite red cans of sockeye salmon in the pantry
Wind grazing my cheek
Wren's song in the backyard
Peanut butter chocolate ice cream on my tongue
The shelves of Oreos at the grocery store
All stop my breath
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Love Lasts
In the quiet of the morning
When the empty chair
Is large in its lacking
The vast void vacuums
Joy from the house
But in the comers and crevices
Love still lingers
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Grief Group
I entered the room
Of people
Also grieving
They looked
Normal
And I wondered
If their grief
Still robbed them
Of breath
We shared our stories
Oblivious to
The passage of time
We learned
That we could lose ourselves
In the stars
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Surrender Dorothy
Alzheimer's
Rode her broom
Across our sky
Spelled out in dark clouds

Surrender Dorothy
We clicked our ruby slippers together
With courage
Heart
Brains
Because in the end
There is no place like home

Surrender was not in our vocabulary

